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cesses. Persons with memory, language, and speech deficits and consciousness alterations are often unable to
communicate clearly about their pain and discomfort. Past
research has documented that hospitalized patients with
cognitive impairments, particularly dementia, are less
likely to ask for and receive analgesics [2–4]. This article
provides an overview of the assessment, treatment, and
management of pain in adult patients with cognitive
impairments. We briefly review types of cognitive impairment; recent work specific to best practices for pain management in patients with dementia, including tool
development and pharmacological treatment; challenges
in patients with delirium and in medical intensive care and
palliative care settings; and directions for future research.

Abstract—The assessment and treatment of pain in persons
with cognitive impairments pose unique challenges. Disorders
affecting cognition include neurodegenerative, vascular, toxic,
anoxic, and infectious processes. Persons with memory, language, and speech deficits and consciousness alterations are
often unable to communicate clearly about their pain and discomfort. Past research has documented that persons with cognitive impairments, particularly dementia, are less likely to ask
for and receive analgesics. This article provides an overview of
the assessment, treatment, and management of pain in adults
with cognitive impairments. We review types of cognitive
impairment; recent work specific to best practices for pain
management in patients with dementia, including assessmenttool development and pharmacological treatment; challenges
in patients with delirium and in medical intensive care and palliative care settings; and directions for future research.
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INTRODUCTION
The assessment and treatment of pain in persons with
cognitive impairments pose unique challenges [1]. The
disorders that affect cognition include neurodegenerative,
vascular, traumatic, toxic, anoxic, and infectious pro315
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CONDITIONS LEADING TO COGNITIVE
IMPAIRMENT
Cognitive impairments are deficits in the processes
by which persons perceive, encode, store, retrieve, and
use information. Many processes can lead to cognitive
impairment. Neurodegenerative disorders that can affect
cognitive ability include Alzheimer’s disease (AD),
Pick’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, Lewy body disease,
Huntington’s disease, progressive supranuclear palsy, and
cerebellar degeneration. Common vascular disorders that
affect cognition include stroke, multiple strokes, and
cerebral embolic disease. Traumatic events that can affect
cognition acutely or chronically include head injuries and
blast injuries. Toxicities that affect cerebral function
(cognition) include carbon monoxide poisoning, adverse
drug events and interactions, and prolonged exposure to
specific toxic chemicals or gases. Electrolyte abnormalities, organ failure, and anoxia can also cause cognitive
impairments. Anoxic effects might also occur during cardiac events and anesthesia. Infectious processes that can
affect cognition include human immunodeficiency virus,
encephalitis, sepsis, and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (i.e.,
spongiform encephalopathy). These conditions can cause
a host of neurocognitive deficits, including dementia and
delirium.
While various conditions result in cognitive disorders, this article focuses on dementia and delirium
because they are commonly seen in persons with the justmentioned conditions. According to The Joint Commission* standard for care, all patients should be evaluated,
treated, reassessed, and monitored for pain [5]. Although
the type of assessment is not defined by the standard,
each hospital should have a consistent approach to measurement, which is practical when patients are cognitively
intact and have verbal ability but becomes less so when
patients are either cognitively intact or impaired and have
limited verbal expressions of pain. The Veterans Health
Administration (VHA) Consensus Statement recommends that clinicians tailor the assessment approach to
the specific patient, be consistent with sources of information (e.g., family, staff observations during patients’
varying activities), try interventions, and assess repeatedly over time [6].

*Formerly

the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations (JCAHO).

Patients with undifferentiated dementia or AD have
been the most studied patient group. This article draws
most heavily from experience and literature about pain
management concerns and recent dementia research,
attempts to elucidate principles that are generalizable to
other types of cognitive impairment, and specifically
considers pain issues in patients with delirium. While
most research has addressed verbal communication
issues associated with cognitive impairments, verbal
communication issues can also be problematic in patients
without cognitive impairments. Painful conditions that
occur as comorbidities with the cognitive deficits accompanying chronic mental illness and traumatic brain injury
are not included in this review.

PAIN MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES IN
DEMENTIA
Dementia Prevalence in General and Veteran
Populations
Of all the dementias, AD is the most common form
and currently affects more than 4.5 million people in the
United States and 22 million people worldwide. The number in the United States is expected to rise to 16 million by
2050 and affect 50 percent of persons older than 85
(www.alzheimersonline.com). Among the veteran population, conservative estimates suggest that at least 10 percent
of patients aged 65 and older are affected [7]. Dementia
prevalence is difficult to measure because subtypes of
dementias can coexist. For example, at autopsy, Lewy
bodies can be present in 60 to 65 percent of the brains of
patients diagnosed with AD. Vascular dementia, usually
secondary to strokes and cerebrovascular or microvascular
diseases, can also coexist with AD and may be present in 5
to 20 percent of dementia cases [8]. A recent survey found
that among 2.4 million older veterans seen between 1996
and 2001, the prevalence of dementia was as follows: 65
to 74 years, 4.6 percent; 75 to 84 years, 9.5 percent; and 85
years and older, 18.1 percent [9]. With 7.9 to 9 million
veterans expected to be 65 and older by 2020, the number
of persons with AD will pose a growing and significant
challenge to the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) [7].
As is true in the general population, little epidemiologic
information is available on the prevalence of other dementia types in the veteran population.
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Pain Assessment
Pain is recognized as a personal and subjective experience. McCaffery’s definition, “Pain is whatever the
experiencing person says it is, existing whenever he says
it does,” highlights the subjective nature of pain [10]. The
definition put forth by the International Association for
the Study of Pain states, “Pain is an unpleasant sensory
and emotional experience associated with actual or
potential tissue damage, or described in terms of such
damage,” [11] and suggests the need for description.
Both definitions have been widely accepted with the
understanding that the patient’s verbal description and
rating are the optimal, most reliable pain measures [12].
Examples of verbal scales are the Numeric Rating Scale
and the Verbal Descriptor Scale [13–14]. However, communication can be problematic in persons with cognitive
impairments and these definitions distinctly limit the
identification and description of pain in persons with
both cognitive and verbal deficits.
Studies differ regarding the pain reporting of individuals with diminished mental status and cognitive function.
Some studies show that persons with even moderate
impairment (i.e., Mini-Mental State Examination [MMSE]
scores as low as 8) can respond consistently to verbal painassessment measures [15–16]. However, a substantial
body of evidence also suggests that self-report tasks such
as pain ratings are likely compromised in persons with
cognitive impairments. Such tasks can be cognitively challenging and complex; to self-report accurate pain ratings or
descriptions, one must be able to understand the request
for a pain rating, recall pain events in the given time frame,
rate the pain in relation to some internal standard, and
interpret experiences of noxious stimuli as painful events.
The ability to respond to a verbal pain assessment is generally associated with level of cognitive impairment [17].
Although no clear guidelines or cutoffs as of yet specify
the exact level of cognitive impairment at which verbal
pain assessment is precluded, indications are that persons
with MMSE scores below 15 are significantly impaired in
their ability to complete [18] and comprehend [19–20]
self-report pain rating scales. (MMSE scores can also be
affected by education level.)
Given these verbal assessment difficulties, behavioral observation-based assessment is best practice for
patients with cognitive impairments who cannot verbalize pain complaints [21–22]. Common pain behaviors in
persons with dementia include facial expressions (e.g.,
frowning, grimacing, distorted expression, rapid blink-

ing), verbalizations/vocalizations (e.g., sighing, moaning,
calling out, asking for help, verbal abuse), body movements (e.g., rigid, tense, guarding, fidgeting, increased
pacing/rocking, mobility changes such as inactivity or
motor restlessness), changes in interpersonal interactions
(e.g., aggressive, resisting care, disruptive, withdrawn),
changes in activity patterns (e.g., appetite change, sleep
change, sudden cessation of common routines), and mental status changes (e.g., crying, increased confusion,
irritability, distress) [22]. Currently, several published
behavioral observation scales have adequate-to-good
reliability and validity evidence for persons with dementia. All require the rater (typically a nurse) to observe the
patient and rate the presence or absence, intensity, duration, or frequency of behaviors. Herr et al. recently published a systematic review of 10 of these behavioral
observational scales [23] and posted details, critiques,
and the actual scales online [24].
Although the use of behavioral observation scales is
an important component of best-practice assessment for
persons with cognitive impairments, important caveats
exist. Pain is an internal, subjective experience that cannot be directly assessed. In persons with limited capacity
for self-report, indications of pain are typically manifested through behaviors that overlap widely with those
indicative of other conditions, such as hunger, thirst, too
little or too much stimulation, anxiety, or depression
[22,25–27]. Therefore, the existing pain-assessment
observational scales are probably not specific to pain
[28–29]. However, the existing scales that identify
behaviors provide an important first step in the pain
assessment process (i.e., screening). It is crucial that positive screens are followed by comprehensive clinical
evaluation that determines whether the observed behaviors are due to pain or some other cause.
Reassessing pain poses the same problems as initial
assessment: observational tools have no established cutoff
scores to indicate pain or relief. Similarly, the different
pain scales are not equivalent to one another or to the 0 to
10 numeric self-report rating scale used for cognitively
intact persons. Clinicians need to be familiar with behavioral descriptions and variations that occur among different
raters for the selected scale. Despite descriptor definitions,
raters often perceive differently from one another, each
having their own subjective appraisal and biases. Optimally, interrater reliability testing should be conducted.
The same tool should be used consistently for comparison
of individuals’ responses to pain interventions.
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Optimal pain-assessment strategies require a comprehensive approach. Examples of comprehensive painassessment strategies are available in the Clinical
Resources section of the VHA Pain Management Web site
(“Pain as the 5th Vital Sign and VHA Pain Outcomes Toolkit”) [30]. Since patients with cognitive impairments are
likely to be unreliable historians or nonverbal communicators, obtaining family knowledge about patients’ pain history, expressions, and preferred treatments is particularly
important.
In addition, some cognitively intact patients have difficulty expressing themselves verbally (e.g., patients with
some types of stroke). Behavioral scales have not been
studied in the cognitively intact but verbally impaired
population. However, behavioral observation scales coupled with collateral information from family members can
help assess the presence of pain and response to treatment
when the patient cannot reliably self-report pain.
Best Practices in Pain Management in Persons with
Dementia
General agreement exists regarding what constitutes
best practice in pain management, although the vast majority of these recommendations are based on expert opinion.
Guidelines of the Agency for Healthcare Research and
Quality [12,31], the American Pain Society [32], and The
Joint Commission [5] consistently specify the following
integral components: (1) a formalized approach to pain
management, assessment, and frequent reassessment/
monitoring; (2) organizational standards for collaborative
and interdisciplinary approaches; (3) both pharmacological
and nonpharmacological strategies to alleviate pain; and
(4) individualized pain-control plans. Several step-by-step
guides to pain management have been developed in recent
years [31–33]. Specific to nursing homes, the Centers for
Medicaid and Medicare Services began the Nursing Home
Quality Initiative (NHQI), a national effort to improve
quality of care in nursing homes by providing quality
improvement support through state quality improvement
organizations (QIOs). [34]. Led by its QIO, each state
chose three areas of focus; 49 of 50 states have included
pain management. This effort has led NHQI to develop
and provide on the Internet an unprecedented collection of
information on nursing home pain-management best practice and quality improvement [35–36]. Based on NHQI’s
review of all existing pain guidelines, it has identified five
essential systems for quality of care: (1) initial screening
for pain, (2) comprehensive assessment for pain, (3) devel-

opment of a plan of care, (4) ongoing screening and monitoring for pain, and (5) organizational commitment to pain
management.
The body of research evidence for pain management
best practices for persons with cognitive impairments is
small and focuses almost exclusively on the nursing
home setting and persons with dementia. One uncontrolled trial was done in a single nursing home and compared a palliative-care approach with traditional longterm care management for persons with severe dementia.
By incorporating a pain-management component, the
palliative-care approach led to decreased discomfort
scores, fewer transfers to acute care, and lower costs [37].
Use of the Assessment of Discomfort in Dementia (ADD)
protocol, a systematic approach to pain assessment and
management for nurses, ameliorated discomfort behaviors in 84 percent of enrolled residents in a convenience
sample of 143 residents [38]. The ADD has evolved into
a systematic protocol and been renamed the Serial Trial
Intervention (STI). Kovach and colleagues evaluated the
STI in a double-blind randomized controlled trial in 14
nursing homes and 114 residents and showed significant
treatment-group effects. Specifically, compared with the
control group, nurses in the treatment group assessed and
intervened more persistently and residents in the treatment group received more pharmacological comfort
treatments and had less discomfort [39].
More recent studies have aimed to prompt organization-wide improvement in pain management through education, training, and support of nursing clinical leaders and
clinical staff (primarily nursing) [40–45]. These studies
have implemented multifaceted interventions, including
some combination of pain management education and quality improvement methods, team building, and consultation
and feedback by a pain management expert (usually a
nurse). Thus, whereas the clinical trials dictated care processes but did not address organizational change, these
latter studies attempted to affect a larger portion of
the structure but did not directly dictate care processes.
Illustrating the complexity of changing the pain management performance of an organization, these studies have
achieved minimal-to-moderate successes, including higher
pain knowledge scores, increased use of pain assessment
tools, increased documentation of pain assessment, and
increased use of appropriate pain medications (i.e., better
compliance with pain management guidelines, better scores
on a pain medication appropriateness scale), yet still fall far
short of the best-practice ideals [41].
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Perhaps some of the most valuable information from
these and related studies has been their analyses of barriers
to the success of their interventions. Common organizational-level barriers cited included limited nurse/resident
staffing ratios [42,46], high staff turnover [43,46], limited
physician presence [46], and variable involvement of
facility leadership [42]. Common clinical staff-level barriers included physicians’ and nurses’ beliefs about pain
[42] and attitudes toward pain management (particularly
concerns about use of pain medications) [43], physicians’
and nurses’ beliefs and attitudes about managing pain in
patients with cognitive impairments [42], clinical staff’s
level of pain knowledge [41–42], and difficulties getting
participation from all levels of key clinical staff [41–42].
For example, one study noted that facilities with lower
staff turnover and the participation of key clinical leaders
had improved pain management [40]. Common patient
and family-level barriers include the patients’ difficulties
communicating their pain and the patients’ and families’
attitudes and beliefs about pain [47].
In sum, pain management for persons with cognitive
impairments is a complex, multicomponent team process
that not only rests on a foundation of adaptive pain attitudes and the staff’s good pain-management knowledge
but also requires other interconnected healthy organizational processes, such as strong leaders and a stable staffing environment. Of critical importance in optimal pain
management are the interdisciplinary team members’ contributions; each person caring for the patient—whether formal healthcare professional or informal family caregiver—
adds unique information to assessing, treating, reassessing,
and monitoring pain in patients with dementia.
Conclusions About Pain-Management Challenges in
Dementia
Pain assessment methods have been developed for
specific application to patients with dementia because of
their unique cognitive and verbal impairments. For
patients without the ability to verbally acknowledge pain,
behavioral observation scales have clinical utility, yet raters must assess patients for other needs such as hunger,
thirst, loneliness, boredom, or restlessness. A comprehensive approach to pain management includes behavioral evaluations, collateral information from family or
caregivers familiar with patients’ past expressions of pain
and usual treatment preferences, and diagnoses that
might include painful sensations or physiological signs.
Research gaps include (1) pain assessment in persons

with other types of cognitive impairments, (2) use of
behavioral scales for persons with verbal impairments
who are cognitively intact, (3) strategies for improving
communication among all caregivers about pain management, (4) improvement of pain management at the organizational level, and (5) evaluation of the impact of pain
assessment on patient outcomes.

TREATMENT APPROACHES
Pharmacological Management of Pain in Cognitive
Impairment: Lessons from Dementia Literature
Pharmacological treatment is an integral component
of pain management for most patients and is particularly
important in patients with cognitive impairments for
whom nonpharmacological self-management techniques
are less feasible. As previously mentioned, the preponderance of work on pain treatment in patients with cognitive impairments has been in nursing home settings. This
section presents issues and proposes guidance for medication management in this population that cannot verbally validate pain or pain relief.
Optimal pharmacological treatment of pain in patients
with cognitive impairments should be based on the following guiding principles: (1) when pain is detected, institute
treatment rapidly; (2) use scheduled rather than “as needed”
dosing (also referred to as prn [pro re nata]) for chronic or
predictably recurrent (e.g., postoperative) pain; (3) titrate
medication to pain level and assess verbal, behavioral, and
functional response to medication; and (4) choose a regimen that will mitigate common side effects of pain medication in elderly persons. This approach is supported by what
is known about (1) the impact of cognitive impairment on
pain perception and reporting; (2) interactions among
chronic pain, depression, functional impairment, and cognitive impairment; (3) the impact of pain on cognition; and
(4) the impact of pain medications on cognition and gastrointestinal function.
Institute Treatment Rapidly
Rapid institution of pain treatment in patients with cognitive impairments is supported by three main lines of evidence. First, cognitive impairment affects pain perception
but not necessarily pain sensation or the potentially damaging effects of untreated pain. The neurological etiology of
the impairment predicts how it will affect pain perception.
As mentioned earlier, AD is the most prevalent and also the
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best studied of the chronic dementias. Evidence from clinical and neuroanatomical research concurs that the threshold
for pain perception, that is, nociceptor response and transmission, is unaffected by the physiological changes of AD
because the somatosensory cortex is largely unaffected by
this type of dementia [48–49]. The subjective nature of pain
supports the notion that analgesic treatment should be customized to the individual’s pain level. Hence, the approach
should include careful titration to pain level and reassessment of analgesic response. Fewer studies have been conducted on patients with vascular dementia, which is a
highly heterogeneous disorder. The existing evidence
points to a higher perception of pain intensity in subjects
with vascular dementia than in elderly people without
dementia [50].
Second, as mentioned previously, dementia impairs
an individual’s perception of pain and ability to report
pain, recall pain sensation to evaluate relief, and communicate about relief. Assessing pain in those who have
cognitive and verbal impairments presents a particular
challenge. The potential for unrelieved and unrecognized
pain is greater in those who cannot reliably evaluate and/
or verbally express their discomfort [45]. Thus, as soon
as pain is recognized, it should be treated [30]. The combined unimpaired pain threshold, impaired cognition, and
impaired verbal communication suggest that a guiding
principle of pain-medication prescribing for these
patients should be rapid response to any verbal or nonverbal indication that the person is in pain.
Third, the principle of rapid treatment for pain in
patients with dementia is reinforced by interactions
among cognitive impairment, pain, functional impairment, depression, and behavior. Persons with dementia
have substantial functional impairment that is, no doubt,
exacerbated by pain [51–53]. Moreover, nursing home
residents who had an average MMSE score of 13.8 and
received analgesics spent less time being inactive than
those not prescribed analgesics and those who received a
higher dose of opioid analgesia spent more time verbally
interacting with others [54]. Up to 50 percent of AD
patients have depression [55], and depression is likely to
be prodromal to the frank manifestation of cognitive
impairment [56]. Chronic pain exacerbates depression
and makes its treatment harder [52,57–59]. Pain itself can
impair cognition. This relationship is explored more fully
in the section on pain management challenges in patients
with delirium. In addition, a strong correlation has been

found between agitation and discomfort in nursing home
residents with severe dementia [60–61].
Regimen: Scheduled Versus As-Needed
Use of scheduled, rather than as-needed, dosing for
chronic or predictably recurrent (e.g., postoperative) pain is
logical for patients whose ability to report their pain is
impaired and who reside in settings where nursing staff
may be too busy to proactively assess pain. However, the
published evidence in favor of this principle is scarce. In a
small double-blind placebo-controlled study, Manfredi and
colleagues found that scheduled low-dose, long-acting opioids lessened agitation after controlling for sedative effects
in nursing home patients 85 and older with advanced
dementia [62]. However, in a recent double-blind, doubledummy placebo-controlled crossover study of similar size,
Buffum and colleagues found that discomfort scores
between scheduled and as-needed administration of acetaminophen were not significantly different in nursing
home residents with severe dementia [63]. Less than
20 percent of subjects in the control arm of the study
received any as-needed acetaminophen; this study is more
indicative of the inadequacy of 2,600 mg of acetaminophen
for ameliorating the level of pain observed in study subjects
than of the effectiveness of scheduled versus as-needed
dosing. One must recognize that scheduling pain medication also likely results in the patient receiving a greater percentage of the amount ordered than when the orders are
written “as needed” [64].
Titrate and Customize
Similar to the treatment of patients with intact cognition, titrating medication to pain level and assessing verbal, behavioral, and functional responses to medication are
important. The importance of these principles is highlighted by studies of autonomic response to pain [65],
quantitative electroencephalography [66], subject selfreport [67], and somatosensory evoked potentials [68],
which all concluded that patients with probable AD experience less intense pain, less affective distress, and a
blunted autonomic response to a given painful stimulus
than subjects without dementia. In addition, a direct positive relationship appears to exist between the degree of
cognitive impairment and the pain tolerance. Thus, abiding
by the geriatrics adage “start low, go slow” makes sense.
Lower doses of pain medication may produce adequate
pain relief with fewer untoward side effects. Because verbal pain reporting may be unreliable [45], pain negatively
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affects function and affect, and function has been shown to
improve when pain is treated [51], behavioral and functional responses to medication must be assessed as systematically as verbal reports of pain relief.
Danger of Side Effects
A regimen that will mitigate common side effects of
pain medication in the elderly should be chosen. The key
side effects to consider include sedation, impairment
of cognition and balance, gastrointestinal bleeding, and
constipation.
Unfortunately, both opioids and nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) can impair cognitive
function and balance [69]. Of the opioids, good evidence
exists that use of meperidine is significantly associated
with postoperative delirium [70–71] and propoxyphene
has neuroexcitatory effects that can cause ataxia and dizziness [72]; differences among the other opioids have not
been found [62]. Three studies point to the value of opioid rotation to mitigate morphine-induced delirium in
palliative care [73–75]. Whether renal impairment, which
is common in the elderly, contributes to the toxicity of
morphine is controversial [76].
In addition to impairing cognitive function, NSAIDS
are well known to increase the risk of gastrointestinal
ulceration and bleeding. The American Geriatrics Society
Guidelines for Managing Chronic Pain in Older Persons
conclude, “In the final analysis, the chronic use of opioids
for persistent pain . . . may have fewer life-threatening
risks than does the long-term daily use of high-dose nonselective NSAIDs” [19].
Finally, all opioids cause constipation, and since
patients with impaired cognition may have limited ability
to report symptoms, including a prophylactic bowel regimen when opioids are prescribed is imperative [19,77].
Nonpharmacological Management of Pain in Cognitive
Impairment
The American Geriatrics Society recommends nonpharmacological pain-management interventions as an “integral part of care plans for most chronic pain patients” [19].
The efficacy of several nonpharmacological approaches,
including physical exercise, cognitive-behavioral therapy,
patient pain education, acupuncture, transcutaneous nerve
stimulation, chiropractic, heat, cold, massage, relaxation, and
distraction techniques, has been established in cognitively
intact populations [19]. Although no research has reported
the efficacy of these techniques in persons with cognitive

impairments, one can reasonably assume that those methods
that do not require significant cognitive ability would be
helpful and the risk of adverse effects would be low. Further,
some evidence exists that, in cognitively intact individuals,
the use of such techniques combined with pharmacotherapy
enhances the therapeutic effect of the medication, with the
subsequent benefits of allowing reduction of medication
doses and potential side effects [18–19].
Another important parameter is appropriate pacing of
activities. Evidence exists that inappropriate pacing (i.e.,
failing to alternate periods of no more than 90 minutes of
sensory-stimulating activities [“up” time] with sensorycalming activities [“down” time]) can lead to increased
agitation levels in persons with severe dementia [78].
A variety of sensory-calming and sensory-stimulating
techniques are appropriate for persons with dementia.
Examples of sensory-calming techniques include hand or
foot massage, soothing music, or diffusing calming essential oils. Sensory-stimulating activities might include the
patient sorting through a rummage box, folding a basket
of laundry, scrubbing vegetables, participating in a coffee
club, saying prayers or singing familiar hymns, or viewing an aviary or aquarium. Resources are available that
provide various helpful techniques and activities [39,79].
The most important guidance is individualization of
relaxation or distraction activities—simply put, one
should choose activities that are soothing or engaging and
enjoyable to the individual and move to different activities as tolerated.
Conclusions About Treatment Approaches
In conclusion, fair evidence supports use of both pharmacological and nonpharmacological modalities to treat
pain in patients with dementia. AD does not affect the
threshold for pain perception, and vascular dementia may
heighten perception of pain [48–50]. The potential for unrelieved and unrecognized pain is greater in those who cannot
verbally express discomfort [45]. Moreover, cognitive and
functional impairment, pain, depression, and agitation can
interact to exacerbate one another [51–60]. Side effects of
pain medication are likely to be more prevalent in patients
with dementia. These side effects include worsening cognitive impairment (NSAIDs and opioids), gastrointestinal
bleeding (NSAIDs), and constipation (opioids). Therefore,
clinicians should institute both pharmacological and nonpharmacological treatment rapidly, use scheduled dosing
for chronic or predictably recurrent pain, titrate medication
to pain level, frequently reassess responses to treatment,
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and choose a regimen that mitigates side effects. Appropriate nonpharmacological treatments are those that do not
require significant cognitive ability and are paced so as not
to induce agitation. Research gaps include (1) delineation
of specific outcomes of pain management that should be
assessed and measured in patients with cognitive impairments, (2) whether pain management can be tailored based
on dementia and delirium subtypes, and (3) which pain
treatments will most effectively relieve the depression, agitation, and functional impairment that often accompany
cognitive impairments.

PAIN-MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES IN
DELIRIUM
Delirium Prevalence
Delirium is an acute confusional state characterized
by fluctuations in mental status. Given the high prevalence of delirium and the high prevalence of chronic pain
in older persons, a significant percentage of patients must
experience both delirium and pain. However, little has
been written about the assessment of pain in patients with
delirium. One reason may be the lack of recognition of
delirium, much less of comorbid delirium and pain.
Delirium has a known incidence of up to 50 percent in
older hospitalized patients [80], yet in a national sample
of patients older than age 60 discharged from VA hospitals in 1996, only 4 percent had a recorded diagnosis of
delirium [81]. In this section, we review the assessment
of pain in patients with delirium, paying special attention
to the medical intensive care unit (ICU) and palliative
care settings.
Pain Assessment in Persons with Delirium
Delirium poses a severe barrier to successful pain
assessment. Delirium affects self-report of pain because
mental status fluctuates, and recent evidence shows that
both pain and pain management interventions can worsen
delirium. Much of the work to date about delirium and
pain is in postoperative care or with cancer patients and
are single-site small studies or case reports.
Self-reports of pain are altered during delirious episodes. In Bruera and colleagues’ study of 68 patients
with advanced cancer who were admitted to a palliative
care unit, 14 patients developed cognitive failure episodes (CFEs) (as defined by a zero score on the MMSE
and an inability to establish verbal communication) [82].

During the CFEs, patients were unable to self-report pain
and the study nurse rated their pain. Patients who developed agitation (n = 11) received significantly higher pain
ratings than the nonagitated patients (n = 3), received
more analgesics without a subsequent decrease in pain
ratings, and had no recall of increased pain after CFE resolution. The authors concluded that treatment of the agitated delirium may have been more appropriate but
acknowledge that pain assessment is problematic in
patients with delirium [82].
Another study illustrates the effect of delirium on
reports of pain. Three patients with advanced cancer,
who were admitted with progressively severe pain from
tumor involvement, were managed with rapid increases
in opioid medications without achieving relief and were
noted to be occasionally confused or inattentive. These
three patients were active and verbal and thought to have
normal cognition; hence, the treatment was aimed at
increasing their analgesia for crescendo pain from metastatic neoplastic activity. Once the possibility of
delirium was considered, the underlying causes treated
(e.g., opioid dosing, hypoxia), and in two cases, a trial of
haloperidol given, pain complaints decreased with subsequent improved pain management; two patients were
discharged home with mild pain and one patient’s comfort level and functional status markedly improved [83].
Serial assessments and empirical trials of medications
may be necessary for the differentiation of pain, terminal
agitation, and hyperactive delirium.
A recent report validates the findings of a positive
relationship between pain ratings and delirium. With
concurrent assessments for pain severity and delirium,
99 patients underwent hematopoietic stem-cell transplantation. Hematopoietic stem-cell transplantation is associated with predictable mucositis and related pain. As the
number of delirious episodes increased, the severity of
pain ratings also increased [84].
Conversely, pain can contribute to delirium. In the
postoperative setting, the presence of pre- and postoperative pain has been identified as contributing to the development of postoperative delirium. Morrison and colleagues
were among the first to note that the receipt of less than
10 mg of morphine following hip-fracture repair was associated with a fivefold increase in the relative risk of postoperative delirium; severe pain also increased the risk of
delirium [85]. In a recent study of postoperative pain and
delirium, the presence of modest postoperative pain
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was associated with an increased risk of developing
delirium (odds ratio [OR] 2.2, 95% confidence interval
[CI] 1.2–4.0]). Severe postoperative pain was associated
with an even greater risk of developing delirium (OR 3.7,
95% CI 1.9–3.0) [86]. Further studies must determine
whether pain states are associated with other physiological
conditions that are indeed the risk factors associated with
delirium (e.g., hypoxia, anemia, intestinal obstruction, urinary tract infection).
When treating patients who have become delirious
during pain management for advanced disease, one must
remember that delirium is multifactorial; pain medications are only one potential contributing causative factor
for delirium. In one study of 140 patients seen for altered
mental status at a cancer center, a median of three distinct
conditions contributory to delirium could be identified
and 67 percent of patients had multiple causes [87]. In
another study of 74 patients with cancer pain treated with
opioids, the incidence of central nervous system side
effects such as myoclonus, hallucinations, and difficulty
thinking ranged from 6 to 20 percent [88]. New onset
delirium after a patient has been on a stable dose of opioids, e.g., for longer than 1 week, should lead to a more
extensive evaluation.
Some possible aids include a baseline assessment of
the patient’s behavior, if available, and observations by
caregivers who know the patient well. The clinical utility
of observational pain measures in delirium, however, has
not been demonstrated. Patients with a hyperactive motor
form of delirium may be thought to have pain, and
patients with hypoactive delirium may be thought not to
have pain [82]. This may be the result of the association
of agitated behavior with pain and lack of agitation with
the absence of pain. Clinicians’ considerations should
include knowledge of individual variations in pain
responses, reasons for pain, responses to pain management strategies, and knowledge of predictors and precipitating factors for delirium. To date, assessment tools have
not been established to measure pain specifically in
patients with delirium. The use of the assessment tools
for determining pain in patients with dementia has not
been reported.
Settings Involving Both Delirium and Pain
Medical Intensive Care Unit
The prevalence of delirium in the medical ICU has
been increasingly recognized. One reason is the validation

of instruments, such as the Confusion Assessment
Method-ICU [89], that allow detection of delirium. In a
study of 118 consecutive ICU patients, 31 percent were
delirious on admission and only 35 percent maintained a
normal mental status while in the ICU [90]. In a larger follow-up study of 614 patients, delirium was present in 112
of 156 (72%) subjects 65 and older and in 263 of 458
(57%) subjects younger than 65. Mixed-type delirium was
most common (54.9%), followed by hypoactive delirium
(43.5%) and purely hyperactive delirium (1.6%) [91].
The magnitude of the prevalence of pain in the ICU
was first documented in the Study to Understand Prognoses and Preferences for Outcomes and Risks of Treatment, in which 50 percent of ICU patients who died in
the hospital reported moderate to severe pain [92]. In a
survey of 150 survivors of an ICU stay with intubation,
100 remembered having been in the ICU and approximately one-third remembered experiencing moderate to
severely distressing pain. Of the 75 patients who remembered having had an endotracheal tube, 51 remembered
experiencing pain, and for 42 of these 51 patients, the
pain was moderate to severe [93].
In a survey using the Edmonton Symptom Assessment Scale with ICU cancer patients who could communicate, 76 percent of patients reported moderate to severe
discomfort and 66 percent reported moderate to severe
pain [94]. Recent guidelines for the assessment of intubated patients may advance better pain management [95].
These guidelines recognize the following factors: (1) the
difficulty of self-report in the ICU when the patient is
intubated, sedated, or paralyzed; (2) the multiple sources
of procedural pain in ICU patients; (3) the need to distinguish anxiety behavior from pain behavior and the unreliability of vital signs as a surrogate for pain ratings;
(4) the consideration of surrogate ratings by family members and proxies; and (5) the utility of empirical trials of
analgesics when pain is suspected.
Pain assessment in the ICU is complicated when agitated behaviors are evident, and sedation becomes increasingly important for mechanically ventilated patients. In a
prospective study at one medical ICU, 16 percent of
143 consecutively admitted patients who required
mechanical ventilation developed severe agitation. Management included determination of the underlying causes;
nonpharmacological interventions; and medication with
benzodiazepines, narcotics, and neuromuscular blocking
agents. Patients with agitation, compared with nonagitated
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patients, received more frequent and higher dosages of
benzodiazepines and opiates. While pain management
needs consideration in agitation, it is only one factor that
clinicians should consider in efforts to treat delirium. We
recommend improved assessment, monitoring, and early
treatment strategies for delirium [96].
Palliative Care
The prevalence of pain in patients eligible for palliative care is high and is reviewed in a companion article
[97]. A recent review article highlighted issues in nosology and the importance of the distinctions between the
terms cognitive failure, delirium, dementia, and amnestic
disorders [98]. Two interview methods have been extensively studied for assessing delirium in palliative care:
(1) the Confusion Assessment Method, which is diagnostic, and (2) the Memorial Delirium Assessment Scale,
which is diagnostic and also identifies delirium severity
[96]. Delirium prevalence in patients with advanced cancer on admission to palliative care has been estimated at
28 to 42 percent and as high as 88 percent before death
[99]. Most of the work to date has been in patients with
advanced cancer, although a recent report cites a new
trend of noncancer admissions to hospice care [100]. In a
review of 210 admissions to one hospice in 1995,
delirium was the third most common cause, accounting
for 20 percent of all admissions. Uncontrolled pain, drug
toxicity, and terminal status were thought to be the most
common contributory factors for delirium [101].
In elderly patients, dementia is a risk factor for
delirium; this applies to palliative care as it does in other
settings. Certainly, when patients have delirium superimposed on dementia (or other cognitive impairments), pain
management becomes more complex. While a significant
number of patients in palliative care settings likely have
pain, little has been written about pain assessment in
patients who develop delirium during their illness trajectories.
Conclusions About Pain Management Challenges in
Delirium
Delirium poses a severe barrier to successful pain
management. This alteration in mental status affects selfreport ability and has a direct positive correlation with
pain severity ratings. Delirium often interferes with clinical identification of other physiological problems that
might be causing both increased pain and worsening acute
cognitive impairment. Clinicians need to learn individu-

als’ unique responses to pain, underlying reasons for pain,
responses to treatments, and the predictors and precipitating factors for delirium. Research gaps include (1) exploration of pain assessment methods in delirium; (2)
differences required for pain assessment in different settings, such as ICU and palliative care; and (3) identification of best practices for pain assessment and management
in patients with multiple cognitive impairments (e.g., both
dementia and delirium).

DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The areas of pain assessment, treatment, and reassessment in cognitive impairment are ripe for research
endeavors. This article summarized nosology of cognitive impairment and current work in pain management in
dementia and delirium and described pain management
challenges in nursing home, ICU, and palliative care settings. Research gaps are found in dementia and delirium.
The following section poses questions that need further
exploration.
Pain Assessment
Pain is recognized as a personal and subjective experience with the implication that patients’ verbal descriptions and ratings are optimal and most reliable. When
verbal communication is problematic in patients with and
without cognitive impairments, behavioral observation
scales become important assessment tools.
Questions for further exploration:
• What are the specific needs for pain management in
patients with varying types or combinations of types
of dementia? How are these needs best assessed and
evaluated?
• What are the best tools for use with patients with cognitive impairments in nursing homes?
• How should pain scores be used to guide treatment?
• Can the existing tools be adapted to other populations
with cognitive impairments, such as those in the ICU,
palliative care, and brain injury rehabilitation? What
are the best methods for adaptation?
• How can we best validate existing tools to determine
pain when patients are unable to verbalize or communicate clearly? When is the best timing for assessing
and reassessing pain?
• What are the barriers to using tools for evaluation of
pain in patients with cognitive impairments?
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• What is the role of family members in pain management in patients with cognitive impairments?
• How have individuals’ pain expressions changed
from preimpaired to impaired mental status?
• What are facilitators and barriers at the patient, family, provider, and organizational levels to optimal
pain management in patients with cognitive impairments in institutional settings? What are ways to
overcome barriers at these levels?
Pain Treatment
Pain treatments include pharmacological and nonpharmacological strategies as integral components of
pain management for most patients. Additional challenges to treating pain in patients with cognitive impairments include the determination of best doses and
regimens, customization to pain level, avoidance of side
effects, and continuous evaluation of patients’ responses.
Questions for further exploration:
• What is the best opioid dose and schedule for patients
with cognitive impairments experiencing painful procedures, surgeries, cancer, or end-of-life processes?
• How does pain treatment affect function in patients
with cognitive impairments?
• How does pain treatment affect depression in patients
with cognitive impairments?
• What are the different requirements for pain management in patients with the subtypes of dementia? With
delirium? With brain injury?
• What are the effects of nonpharmacological interventions in patients with dementia and patients with
delirium?
• How do guidelines improve pain management of persons with cognitive impairments?
• What should be the outcomes of pain management in
patients with cognitive impairments?
Pain and Delirium
Delirium is a psychiatric diagnosis that often presents
in medical-surgical, intensive care, and palliative care settings. Delirium affects self-report of pain related to fluctuations in mental status, and pain and/or pain management
can worsen delirium. Challenges include determination of
causes and risk reduction for both pain and delirium.
Questions for further exploration:
• How many patients have both delirium and pain at
some time during their illness?

• What are the best ways to evaluate both mental status
and pain in patients with acute cognitive status
problems?
• What is the role of renal and hepatic impairment in
the metabolism and toxicity of morphine and its
impact on development of delirium?
Conclusions about Future Directions
In sum, research is needed that uses large sample
sizes, multisite sampling, randomized controlled trials,
standardized definitions and instruments, established and
consistent times for assessments and reassessments,
application of best treatment practices, and use of statistical procedures that control for comorbidities and other
types of covariates. Patients with all types of cognitive
impairments will benefit from application of known best
practices for pain management.
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